LTS Secure SIEM
(UEBA+XDR)

Flexible
Integration
to Augment
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Security
Stack
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Nxt-Gen SIEM Capabilities
LTS Secure AI and ML SIEM is
capable of offering an effective and
efficient means to monitor your
network round the clock.
Continuous monitoring from SIEM
as a service includes all devices,
servers, applications, users, and
infrastructure components.

Big Data
Infrastructure with
Infinite Scalability

Enhanced
visibility
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Delivering SOC
analytics and
automation to
your hybrid and
multi-cloud
architectures

Limitless
Log Collection &
Storage

Detection of
Any Complex
Threats

Fast & Effective
Data Protectio

Advanced
insights
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LTS Secure SIEM Benefits:
Monitor logs efficiently and report
suspicious events
Collect, normalize and analyse logs
and ingest threat intelligence feeds
directly
With customizable reports, present
data in different ways to spot
trends, patterns, anomalies etc.
Adhere to various compliance
legislations like GDPR, CCPA,
HIPAA, PCI-DSS etc.

Empowering
organizations with LTS
Secure NXT-GEN SIEM
with XDR & UEBA
Benefit:
This solution can
proactively and rapidly
detect sophisticated
threats, increasing the
security or SOC team’s
productivity and returning a
massive boost in ROI for
the organization rsulting in
benefits such as reducing
MTTD, MTTI, & MTTR
leading to overall
comprehendsive visibility
for improved ROI.

SIEM Solutions for Compliance
With our combined SIEM, log management, and SOC capabilities,
organizations can secure the environment, establish the baseline,
track user activity, alert on potential violations, and generate
audit-ready reports to help with PCI DSS, HIPAA, ISO 27001, NIST
800-171, DoD, RMF, GDPR, and other compliance requirements.
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LTS Secure SIEM
Machine learning-powered
behavior analytics provide
enhanced detection.
Enriched events with
identity and asset context
provide proper risk
prioritization.
Built-in investigation and
automation capabilities
decrease time to respond.

LTS Secure SIEM is a
cloud-native security
operations center
(SOC) solution that
automatically
analyzes and
correlates threat alert
data to help SOC
analysts more
efficiently discover
and resolve
meaningful threats

Stay a step ahead of the latest
and most sophisticated
threats.
www.ltssecure.com | enquiry@ltssecure.com

